Avail
Open Office Collection

Designing Workplaces that
Are Ready for Tomorrow

With the walls literally coming down, present-day
offices operate with far less compartmentalization
and far more interactions and communications.
Designed for ever-evolving workspaces and
business needs, HNI’s Avail Open Office Collection
offers highly customizable solutions to deliver
high-performance workspaces for a valuable
investment. As HNI’s flagship open office solution,
Avail challenges convention and makes a good
office design accessible and attainable.

Collaboration
People achieve more when they work
together. It’s really that simple. And it really
works. Whether it’s quick, spontaneous
meetings or large inclusive workshops,
people need spaces to communicate,
to work together and build the sense of
community that drives businesses.

The Avail Open Office Story
We believe the right workplace amplifies
the potential of any business. By enabling
workstations to adapt, spaces to flow
intuitively, and shared and private spaces
to balance evenly, we enable better
communication and provide a sense of
harmony that leads to higher productivity,
happier people and healthier profits.

Efficiency
An efficient workplace is a more
effective workplace. Greater
accessibility and mobility help you
achieve more with less by making
better use of your available space.
This enables increased headcount,
reduced clutter, clearer focus,
enhanced productivity and profitability.

Flexibility
Adaptability, versatility, customization – these
are the keys to a modern, multi-functional
workplace. It also makes a more futurefriendly environment.
Office flexibility ensures that your space can
evolve with the needs of your business.
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Avail Benching solution provides personal
space while facilitating convenient and
efficient communication. Efficient use of
space increases the number of
employees, save cost and can change
easily with your business needs. This
highly flexible system can assemble and
disassemble easily to change from a
focused workspace to a collaborative
workspace.

Avail Bench with it’s standard components
can easily change from workstation to a
conference table. So now you can instantly
meet your evolving needs as your business
grows.

Open platform encourages discussion and collaboration at the
workplace. Select a base and build a comprehensive benching
solution which will inspire team spirit. This tasteful design can
accommodate individual needs as well as needs of an entire
team.

With it’s simple structure yet extensive functionality, the
Avail Conference Table is the perfect setting for meetings.
Cables pass from the floor level to the tabletop via an
ingenious in-fill system, integrated into the intermediate leg.
Collaborate, discover and discuss in an environment that
encourages dialouges, while helping to build bridges
across the organisation.

Cables pass easily from the floor to tabletop
through Avail’s ingenious in-fill system.

Avail offers personal and extendable workplaces to
accommodate the needs of every executive. A sleek, free
standing desk provides space for crucial decision making
and pertinent planning.

BENCH

PERSONALIZE YOUR SPACE

Simple, efficient and versatile, the integrated storage
system is designed for user-friendliness. Use it to store
bulky belongings or anything that you need within an arm’s
stretch to facilitate your work.

Side Hanging Cabinet
Side Hanging Cabinet lets you store
often-used work and personal items
within an arm’s reach.
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Avail Bench Cable Management
Clean, Tidy and Tech-friendly
Tuck wires away neatly under work surface or route
them through leg support with Avail’s thoughtful cable
management system designed especially for the cable
management and digitally connected generation.
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Desktop Screen

Design Leg Platform

Flip Top

Work Tools

A. Desktop Frameless Screen

G. 1002 Leg Style

M. End-to-end Flip Top

P. CPU Holder

B. Desk Mount Frameless Screen

H. 5000 Leg Style

N. 300/400/500 Aluminum Flip Top

Q. Monitor Arm

C. Divider Frameless Screen

I. 6000 Leg Style

O. Flip Top with Wooden Brush

R. Media Center

D. P-shape Divider Screen

J. 8001 Leg Style

E. Desktop Framed Screen (Full Width)

K. Leg Modesty Board (Acrylic /MFC)

F. Desktop Framed Screen (Half Width)

L. Modesty Panel

S. Bench Light

Efficiency is built into A30+A50 system
with panels, that are shipped fully
assembled, providing easy installation and
simple reconfiguration. A30+A50 panel
accessories and Avail Storage solutions,
seamlessly integrate to build an efficient
and high performance work space, where
work tools are within arm’s reach.

Realizing effective collaboration and
communication while keeping a
proper space to focus on individual
tasks, is the chief challenge of
modern day office designs. Multiple
combinations of A30+A50, perfectly
balance the essentials of focus,
communication and teamwork.

Design the Workplace to Support
the Way You Work
One size doesn’t fit all. With evolving, task-based work environments
becoming essential, it’s ideal to work in an agile space that can be
rearranged in minutes. The Avail workstations allow kit-of-parts to be
added or removed through smart connections, so you can personalize
your space instantly and effortlessly.

Avail 66

Panel Appearance

A30TM + A66TM
Maximizing Productivity
Avail’s core components can help you make the most of
every square foot while optimizing productivity and
communication through easy definition of private and
open spaces. The integration of A30™ + A66™ is another
seamless arrangement.

A66™ T-post

60mm Panel Thickness

Product Highlight

A66™ Cable Management
Smart cable management – Roomy cable
ducts allow wires to run inside A66™
workstation panels freely and discreetly.
Socket plugs are located either on
trunking or directly on the panel tile for
ease of access.

A30™ /A50™/ A66™ has more than
10 finish for selection.
For details, please refer to A30™ /A50™/
A66™ Statement of Line on

A30™ /A50™ Panel Appearance

Design Platform Leg

A66™ Panel Appearance

A. A30™ /A50™/ A66™ Panel
B.
Thickness 30mm/50mm/66mm C.

A30™+A30™ Panel

G. 1001 Leg Style

L.

A30™+A50™ Panel

H. 2000 Leg Style

D.

A30™+A66™ Panel

I.

3000 Leg Style

M. Divided Framed Panel
N. A66™ High Leg Panel

E.

A50™+A50™ Panel

J.

5003 Leg Style

F.

A66™+A66™ Panel

K.

8001 Leg Style

Whole Framed Panel

A66™ Application
O. Hanging Shelf & Cabinet
P.

Counter Desk

Q. Marker Board

The Health-Conscious Approach to
New Workplace

Avail Height Adjustable Desk

Posture change has been shown to increase
workplace satisfaction and promote wellbeing.
The Avail height-adjustable workstation gives
users freedom to move effortlessly from sitting
to standing work positions.
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Panels

Frame Heights: 906, 1056, 1206, 1506, 1656
Frame Widths:

Frame & Tile

Frame with Top Glass Tile

600, 750, 900, 1000, 1200, 1400, 1500, 1600, 1800

Frame with Accessory Tile

Frame Heights: 906, 1056, 1206, 1506, 1656, 1806
Frame Widths:

450, 600, 750, 900, 1000, 1200, 1400, 1500, 1600, 1800

Joints

Gable Ends

SL Joint

L Joint

T Joint

X Joint

120 Joint

Metal Legs

A Leg

Mini Tria Leg
A Leg

Mini Tria Leg

Avail Height Adjustable Desk
Statement of Line

Bench Height-Adjustable Desk

Clear glass screen

Freestanding Desk

A Leg

Mini Tria Leg

Meeting Desk

Servicing Capabilities
in over 50 countries

Nano Technology based
powder coating plant

State-of-art Manufacturing
facility at Nagpur

Working Showrooms
in all major cities

International Standards
quality testing lab

Strong dealer
network

Ahmedabad: +91 8511131517 | Bengaluru: +91 7259021282 | Chennai : +91 9840900322 | Delhi : +91 8800392662
Hyderabad : +91 8978211933 | Kolkata : +91 8584039470 | Mumbai : +91 8600039632 | Pune: +91 8600039646
E-mail us at : response@hni-india.com

Find us at : www.hni-india.com

Corporate Office : HNI Office India Limited, 406, Windfall, C-wing,Sahar Plaza,
Andheri-Kurla Road,J.B.Nagar,Andheri (E), Mumbai-400 059, India.
Disclaimer :
Natural Variation in colour and structure of raw material for fabrics / paints / laminates, makes it impossible to guarantee that the final shades will match
perfectly in every case. Minor discrepancies in the colour of the goods supplied, subsequent or supplementary items cannot therefore be recorded as
justification for any claim to replacement. Batch to batch variations in shade / colour matching may occur within commercial tolerances. Since different
classes of paints are required for MDF and metal items, perfect shade matching cannot be guaranteed. We would however endeavour to attain as close
a match as possible. All materials are subject to availability. All contents of this brochure are the copyright of HNI India and any duplication and or
reproduction in any form without prior permission is strictly prohibited.
Printed on Chlorine-Free Paper

